**Clean Ream Plus™**

**Plastic Pipe Fitting Reamer**

**Escariador para conectores de tubos plásticos**

**Alésoir pour raccord de plastique**

- Guaranteed for 250 Reams!*  
- Heat-Treated Blade  
- Made in USA

*Reams 2” Schedule 40 PVC, CPVC & ABS Fittings  
3/8” Hex Shaft

**INSTRUCTIONS**

1. Cut damaged pipe as close to fitting as possible.
2. Select proper size fitting reamer, put it in drill chuck and tighten.
3. Insert fitting reamer into broken pipe, ensure tool stays on center to prevent binding. If no chips are being made, remove tool and check.
4. Ream old pipe until proper depth is attained.
5. Remove reamer and clean out chips from fitting.

*This reamer is projected to provide 250 reams. If the Clean Ream Plus fails to remove plastic pipe from a fitting 250 times, Reed will replace the cutting disc. All Clean Ream Plus are date stamped and the offer is valid for three years or 250 reams, whichever comes first.

**Not recommended** for pressurized systems.

Made in USA  
Hecho en EE.UU.  
Fabriqué aux É.U.  

**www.reedmfgco.com**  
Reed Manufacturing Company, Erie, PA USA  
1016 - 54529